Intellective Unity 7
Intellective Unity 7 accelerates the deployment of sophisticated applications that speed up and
optimize business processes by empowering users to find what they need when they need it, all
with integrated actionable analytics.
Speed Up and Optimize Business
Processes

Enterprise Search

Unity 7 speeds up business processes with a single
unified mobile-ready user experience across multiple
lines of business systems and content repositories.
With a single system to learn—tailored to specific work
roles—users perform work tasks faster. Applications
deployed with Unity 7 also include integrated
actionable analytics for business process analysis and
optimization. Deployment of sophisticated applications
is accelerated with pre-built configurable common
services for a unified user interface, analytics, search,
security, and application
integration.

Unified UI and Contextual Views
Unity aggregates, modernizes and integrates disparate
applications and content repositories behind a single
configurable unified user interface. Users are shielded
from the disparate UIs and unneeded features of
connected systems by contextual interactive views
based on Unity’s reusable business objects and virtual
folders. For example, a user can access a 360-degree
view of rolespecific, relevant information about the
company’s relationships with their customers. From a
single actionable screen, users quickly access all
information needed for their job role—data and
documents stored in disparate business

Unity Semantics enables enterprise wide search
of content, metadata and application data stored
in multiple on-premise or cloud-hosted databases
and repositories. The Semantics Dashboard
provides rapid facet filtering and analysis of
historical and live content and application data.

Analyze and Act
The Unity 7 Intelligence Engine provides
actionable analytics on real-time and historical
content and data from diverse applications,
databases and content repositories. Quickly
deploy enterprise analytics for application and
departmental data previously hidden in silos
without analytics. Users analyze collections of
data with interactive pie charts, bar charts and
other facets on Unity’s Analytics Dashboard to
quickly spot trends or issues. Once a problem
is identified, a user can quickly take action
directly from the analytics. Sankey Diagrams
and other sophisticated Advanced Analytics
Visualizations empower businesses for
continuous process improvement and other
key business initiatives.
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Optimize Key Business Processes

Analyze

Unify Access & Action

Analyze collections of live and
historical data from multiple
applications and repositories.
Take action directly from the
Analytics Dashboard. Use
Advanced Analytic
Visualizations like Sankey
Diagrams to optimize
business processes.

Configure
Rapidly deploy new
applications and modernize
legacy applications by
configuring common services
for unified user interface,
security, search, application
integration and analytics.

Streamline the review
process by implementing
document workflows that
enable users to compare,
review, and implement
changes directly from
Microsoft Word.

Normalize
Normalize information from
connected systems and
applications, so users see
the data they need in an
easy to understand format
—not the nomenclature and
taxonomy of the source
systems.

Connect
The Unity 7 Enterprise
Application Bus connects
BPM, case, and workflow
systems, and other LOB
applications, from any
vendor. Unity also easily
connects any database or
content repository.

Reuse
Define configurable business
objects for standard entities
like “Customer” to reuse
across applications.
Aggregate data and content
from multiple connected
systems into a single
actionable screen.

With Intellective Unity 7:
Rapidly configure and deploy new applications across
multiple line of business applications and repositories
to speed up business processes
Easily connect BPM, case, workflow and other LOB
systems and content repositories
Quickly integrate new systems with existing systems
following a merger or acquisition
Modernize mainframe-hosted applications and
infrastructure with a modern adaptive user interface
Optimize and tune business processes with integrated
actionable analytics and Advanced Analytic
Visualizations like Sankey Diagrams
Extended Unity’s analytics with HUE (Hadoop User
Experience) and other analytics tools
Search diverse data and content repositories to
quickly find all data, documents and other content
needed for a job task
Deploy a unified user interface with normalized data
to reduce complexity, training and operational costs
Enforce role-based entitlements that leverage your
security systems, so users see only what they’re
supposed to
Leverage Intellective’s consulting and support services
to rapidly deploy Unity

Search
From a single screen,
quickly find data and
documents anywhere in the
company. Unity’s
Intelligence Engine
indexes content and
application data in
databases and content
repositories on the local
network or in the cloud.

Mobilize
Unity’s responsive and
adaptive user interface
is optimized for desktop
and mobile devices.
Easily provide mobile
access to content and
data from legacy
applications that aren’t
mobile-friendly.

For More Information
For more information on how Unity can help your
company achieve its goals, please contact your Intellective
representative or Intellective Business Partner, or visit:
www.Intellective.com
Intellective
470 Wald, Suite 100
Irvine CA 92618
(949) 502-0090
E-mail: sales@Intellective.com
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